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ABSTRACT

The field of Distributed Video Coding (DVC) theory has re-
ceived a lot of attention in recent years and effective encod-
ing techniques have been proposed. In the present work the
framework of pixel domainWyner-Ziv coding of video frames
is considered, following the scheme proposed in [1]. Some
key frames are supposed to be available at the decoder while
other frames are Wyner-Ziv encoded using turbo codes; at
the decoder motion compensated interpolation between key
frames is performed in order to construct the side informa-
tion for the Wyner-Ziv frame decoding. In this paper an im-
proved model for the correlation noise between the side in-
formation frame and the original one is proposed. It is shown
that modeling nonstationary nature of the noise leads to sub-
stantial gain in rate-distortion performance. Also the memory
of the noise is considered and the importance of placing an
interleaver before the turbo code is shown as well.

1. INTRODUCTION

The new emerging field of Distributed Video Coding has been
receiving more and more attention in recent years, being a
completely new approach to the ever important problem of
video coding. The main idea underlyingDVC, whose theoret-
ical foundations relies on Slepian-Wolf’ ([2]) andWyner-Ziv’
([3]) information theory famous work in the ’70s, is the possi-
bility of performing video compression by exploiting typical
time redundancy of the video sequence in the decoding phase.
From a practical perspective this means that instead of doing
motion compensation at the encoder, the task is moved to the
decoder. We can thus say that within this approach the com-
putational expensive analysis required for video compression
can be moved from the encoder to the decoder, reversing the
computational complexity allocation with respect to classic
video coding paradigm based on motion compensation.

In this context, some practical scheme for DVC have been
recently proposed by different groups of researchers (see [4,
1]). For the scheme proposed in [1] in particular some contri-
butions have been given in the literature that focus on improv-

ing the performance of the Wyner-Ziv coding by improving
the quality of the constructed side information (see for exam-
ple [5, 6]). Only few attention (see [7]) has been paid instead
to the problem of better modeling the correlation between side
information and original data in order to improve the channel
codes performance. In this work, focusing on the approach
proposed in [1] the problem of a finding a good model for
the correlation between side information and original data is
considered. In particular, the main objective of the paper is
to propose a good model for the correlation noise between
an original video frame and a prediction obtained by motion
compensated interpolation between the adjacent frames. So,
we are here only interested in the very basic situation where
every odd-indexed frame is supposed to be available at the
decoder while even-indexed frames are Wyner-Ziv encoded.
This particular assumption is better clarified in the next sec-
tion, where a brief discussion on the video codec is given.
In section 3 and 4, the main contribution of the paper is pre-
sented while in section 5 we show some experimental results
supporting the theoretical discussion of the paper.

2. VIDEO CODEC ARCHITECTURE

In this paper the video coding architecture firstly proposed
in [1] is considered. The starting point for the work to be
presented here is an implementation of the cited architecture
with some important modification performed by IST group,
for which the reader is referred to [5] and [6]. In this section
we aim at giving just a quick description of the codec archi-
tecture and we refer the reader to [1, 5, 6] for a more detailed
discussion.

In the considered architecture every odd-indexed frame
X2n+1 (key frame) of the video sequence is supposed to be
available at the decoder and we focus on the problemofWyner-
Ziv encoding of even indexed frames X2n. For these frames
a bit-plane based encoding approach is considered (see Fig.
1); the gray level values are uniformly quantized and the bit-
planes are fed one by one into a turbo encoder. A systematic
turbo code is used in order to extract parity bits from each
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the considered codec

bitplane which are then passed to the decoder.
In the decoding phase, for every even frame X 2n an esti-

mation Y2n is constructed by applying motion compensated
interpolation between the two adjacent frames X2n−1 and
X2n+1. The parity bits output from the turbo encoder are
then used in order to correct the estimation Y2n and extract
a better reconstructionX ′

2n of the original frame. The codec
artchitecture above described is shown in more details in Fig.
1. In this paper we assume, as in [1, 5], that the key frame
are losslessly available at the decoder. This hypothesis is not
admissible in a practical video coder but the effects of quanti-
zation on the key frames can be considered of second impor-
tance for the study presented in this paper.

Of the whole architecture shown in Figure 1 it is important
to consider here the virtual channel model block and the turbo
codec part. In the virtual channel block the correlation model
between the side information Y2n and the original frameX2n

is used in order to compute bit probabilities to be fed into
the turbo decoder where Soft-Input Soft-Output decoders are
used (see Fig. 2). This bit probabilities computation is de-
tailed described in the next section where the non stationary
noise model is proposed.

3. VIRTUAL CHANNEL MODEL

In the first part of this section the state of the art model for
the correlation noise is explained while in the second part the
proposed nonstationary model is explained.

3.1. From side information to bit probabilities

Let us call X2n(r, c) the pixel value in the r-th row and c-th
column of the 2n-th frame. The side information Y2n is con-
structed at the decoder by motion compensated interpolation
between framesX2n−1 andX2n+1. This means that for every
(r, c) point an estimation Y2n(r, c) of the value X2n(r, c) is
computed as

Y2n(r, c) =
X2n−1(r − vx, c − vy) + X2n+1(r + vx, c + vy)

2
(1)

where vx and vy are (halves of) the estimated motion vec-
tor components. We are not interested here in how vx and

vy may be computed, the reader is referred to [5] for an im-
portant contribution in this direction. Once the whole side
information frame Y2n has been constructed, it is used for the
bit probabilities evaluation. This means that for every point
(r, c) the value of Y2n(r, c) is used in order to evaluate the
probability of every bit of X2n(r, c) being 1 or 0. What is
done in the literature (see [1, 5]) is to consider that the virtual
noise between X2n and Y2n has a laplacian distribution with
zero mean and estimated standard deviation 1/α. Hence, for
every possible value of the amplitude x, the probability that
X2n(r, c) is equal to x is evaluated as1

p[X2n(r, c) = x] =
1
2
α exp (−α|x − Y2n(r, c)|) (2)

Let then X i
2n(r, c) be the i-th bit of the value X2n(r, c) and

let Zi be the set of x values that have i-th bit equal to zero;
then for every i we compute

p[X i
2n(r, c) = 0] =

∑

x∈Zi

p[X2n(r, c) = x] (3)

In this way, for a given i bitplane we can compute the proba-
bilities pi

0(r, c) = p[X i
2n(r, c) = 0] for all the values of r and

c, and we consider this probabilities as a priori probabilities
to be input to the turbo decoder.

It is important to note that in the above presentation, the
α parameter is assumed to be fixed for all (r, c) positions. If
we look at bit probabilities as “confidence levels” assigned to
the bits, the fact that the α parameter is fixed for different po-
sitions means that the side information Y2n is considered to
have the same confidence in all points. In other words there
is an implicit assumption that the quality of the side informa-
tion is constant along the frame, without considering motion
effects. In the following section we show that it is possible
instead to use a nonstationary noise model is order to exploit
the motion differences in different areas of the frame.

3.2. Non-stationary implementation

As explained in the previous section, using a laplacian distrib-
ution model with a fixed parameters corresponds to giving the
same confidence to the side information in every point of the
frame. It is not difficult anyway to realize that the quality of
the side information is very different from point to point de-
pending on the motion, on occlusions and so on. So, a good
model for the noise betweenX2n and Y2n should take into ac-
count this space varying nature and a possible simple model
consists in considering the virtual noise to have nonstationary
laplacian distribution. In other words we let the α parameter
vary from point to point and we thus indicate it with α(r, c).
The effect of this choice at the turbo decoding level is that the
well predicted values are considered to be more reliable by

1Actually the amplitude of the Laplacian must be rescaled in order to have
total probability be equal to 1, as the amplitude values x are typically clipped
between 0 and 255.
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Fig. 2. Turbo codec scheme.

the decoder and it is then easier to correct errors where the
discrepancy betweenX2n and Y2n is actually higher.

In this setting, the important point is then how to set the
value of α(r, c) depending on the information we have on the
side information confidence in the (r, c) point. A simple yet
effective approach we have considered in this work consists
on using expression (1) in order to set the value of α(r, c). In
fact, for any (r, c) point, other than the value of the obtained
side information Y2n(r, c), it is very important to consider the
two valuesX2n−1(r− vx, c− vy) andX2n+1(r + vx, c+ vy)
from which Y2n(r, c) is obtained as an average. It is clear in
fact that the more those two values differ and the less con-
fidence we should give to their average. So, we should use
an expression for α(r, c) in such a way that α(r, c) decreases
when the value

∆(r, c) = |X2n−1(r − vx, c− vy)−X2n+1(r + vx, c + vy)|
(4)

increases and viceversa2.
A possible expression for the α(r, c) values, which has

shown to give good empirical results, is the following:

α(r, c) =
β

γ + ∆(r, c)
. (5)

whereα and β are estimated parameters. As for theα parame-
ter, the values of β and γ depend on the type of sequence. We
will briefly discuss this fact in Section 5 where experimental
results are given.

The main point here, apart from considering particular ex-
pressions for the α(r, c) values, is to have a nonstationary
model of the noise. In the above expression (5) for α(r, c) we
have only used the value of ∆(r, c) but it is clear that further
information may be used, as for example the value of the mo-
tion vector of the block containing the point (r, c). Moreover
the best choice for the α(r, c) parameter may also depend on
the values of∆(i, j) for (i, j) in a neighborhood of (r, c) and
not just in the very same point.

4. PRE-INTERLEAVING

In the previous section we have presented a possible way of
handling the nonstationary nature of the correlation noise. As
we said, the main benefit obtained from such an approach is

2Remember that the standard deviation is 1/α.

that it improves the turbo decoding process by givingmore re-
liability to better predicted pixels and low reliability to badly
predicted ones.

Anyway, another important characteristic of the correla-
tion noise is the memory property. As the correlation noise is
mainly due to motion, in fact, it is important to note that the
α(r, c) parameter will have most of the times high values on
some areas where there is highmotion and occlusions and low
values where there is low motion (or anyway efficient motion
compensation). This implies that, for a generic bitplane, the
bits associated to high motion areas are very “noisy” while
bits associated to low motion areas have low virtual noise.

It is therefore important to note that high motion or occlu-
sion areas leads to sort of burst errors in the bitplane. So, if
the turbo encoder is fed with bits read row by row from the
frame bitplane, the first of the two SISO decoders inside the
turbo decoder (see Fig. 2) is faced with the problem of cor-
recting sequences of consecutive very noisy bits. So, due to
the fact that the used codes are recursive convolutional codes,
in order to correct this noisy areas a high number of parity
bits is required from the first decoder. But in the considered
scheme the bitrate is managed by using rate compatible punc-
turing, as explained in [1]. It is then not possible to simply
increase the number of parity bits associated to noisy areas,
and additional requested parity bits are “spread” all over the
frame. This implies that in order to have a sufficient number
of parity bits in noisy areas we must have much more parity
bits available, most of which are wasted in low noise areas.

Note that this problem does not affect the second SISO
decoder inside the turbodecoder, as the interleaver positioned
before this second decoder cancels the burst effect spreading
noisy bits far apart in the bitstream. So, a very simple but im-
portant step in the use of turbo codes in this framework relies
on placing an interleaver also before the first encoder. This is
only a very simple block in the considered architecture but it
gives substantial improvements in the rate distortion perfor-
mance.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section some experimental results are given. In Fig-
ure 3(a) the rate distortion performance comparison for the
foreman sequence is shown, where the improvements given
by non stationary model and by the pre-interleaver are visi-
ble. For this sequence we have set α = 0.37 for the stationary
model. For the non stationary model we set γ = 10 and we
set β so as to have an average standard deviation equal to
the stationary model. In this way we are sure that the shown
results are only due to the non stationary model and not on
some different a priori assumptions. In Fig. 3(b) the empirical
standard deviation of the correlation noise conditioned to the
value of ∆(r, c) is shown. It is clearly visible that the value
of the correlation noise is strongly correlated with the value
of ∆(r, c). It is also important to note that the first frames
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Fig. 3. Experimental results on Foreman sequence.

1-100 of foreman sequence contain less motion than frames
101-200; it is then possible to see that the standard deviation
of the noise (even when conditioned to ∆(r, c)) depends on
the motion level in of the sequence.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper a turbo code based DVC architecture has been
considered. In this context a new model for the correlation
noise between original frames and side information has been
proposed and two different contributions have been given in
order to improve the performance of turbo codes in theWyner-
Ziv coding of video frames. In this paper only the case of
lossless key frame has been considered. Future work will be
focusing on the study of key frames quantization effects on
the overall discussion.
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